ABSTRACT The feedback vertex set problem (FVSP), a combinatorial optimization problem, finds a set of vertices that intersect all cycles of the directed graph. One of the cutting-edge heuristics for this problem is a simulated annealing (SA)-based algorithm named the SA-FVSP. In this paper, we propose an improved variant of the SA-FVSP by applying the nonuniform neighborhood sampling (NNS), namely, the SA-FVSP-NNS. The NNS is a general strategy for improving the SA-based algorithm. Its basic idea is to prioritize the neighbors which are closer to the global optimum by assigning them with higher sampling probabilities. By doing this, these neighbors are more likely to be selected in the sampling process. To apply this general strategy to the SA-FVSP, we propose the concepts of the priority function and the sampling function, respectively. The priority function utilizes the known heuristic rules of the FVSP to estimate and score the quality of neighbors, while the sampling function converts the scores computed by the priority function to sampling probabilities, which can directly guide the NNS process. Experiments indicate that the SA-FVSP-NNS algorithm outperforms the SA-FVSP.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given a graph, a feedback vertex set is a set of vertices which intersect all cycles of the graph. In other words, the given graph will be acyclic if all vertices in the feedback vertex set are removed [1] . Obviously, the feedback vertex set is not unique in a graph. We call the one with minimum cardinality the minimum feedback vertex set. The feedback vertex set problem (FVSP) is a combinatorial optimization problem which aims to find a minimum feedback vertex set for a given graph.
The FVSP is well-known in theoretical computer science for a long time because its decision version for a directed graph is among the first 21 problems proven to be NP-complete [2] . It also has many applications in various areas, such as Bayesian inference [3] , Operating systems [4] , VLSI chip design [5] . Because of the significance of the FVSP, enormous research has been done to tackle this problem, especially from the perspectives of exact algorithms [6] , [7] , approximation algorithms [8] , [9] , and parameterized algorithms [10] , [11] . However, there are only a few studies dedicating to solve the problem from the standpoint of metaheuristics [1] .
In 2013, Galinier et al. [1] proposed a metaheuristic based algorithm for the FVSP, i.e. the Simulated Annealing for the Feedback Vertex Set Problem (SA-FVSP), which is regarded as the best existing heuristic algorithm for the FVSP in the directed graph so far. The SA-FVSP is based on simulated annealing (SA), which is a typical local search based metaheuristic [12] . Local search is a search strategy which finds local optimums for a combinatorial optimization problem by moving from one solution to another in the search space using local changes [13] . In order to apply a local search based metaheuristic algorithm (such as the SA) to a combinatorial optimization problem, we need to define a local search approach and then incorporate it into the metaheuristic algorithm. A local search approach can be defined as a triplet including: the search space (i.e. the set of configurations), the evaluation function and the move mechanism [1] . Configurations are the representation of feasible solutions, and all feasible configurations constitute the search space. The evaluation function is the quantification of the optimization target. The move mechanism defines how to move from a solution to one of its neighboring solutions. A move of a reference configuration can transform this configuration to one of its neighbors in accordance with the move mechanism. The SA-FVSP defines a practical local search approach based on the topological ordering property of the directed graph, and then incorporates it into the SA metaheuristic. The SA starts from an initial configuration. Then it moves from a configuration to another to forage for the global optimum. In each iteration, it randomly picks up a feasible move of the current configuration, and then determine whether to apply the move to the current configuration according to the Metropolis criterion.
In this paper, we introduce the nonuniform neighborhood sampling (NNS) strategy to the SA-FVSP, and propose an improved variant of this algorithm, named the Simulated Annealing for the Feedback Vertex Set Problem using Nonuniform Neighborhood Sampling (SA-FVSP-NNS). More specifically, in the SA-FVSP, a move is selected with uniform probabilities in each iteration of the SA before it is applied to the current configuration. This is effective but not efficient because such a sampling process (i.e. the process of choosing a feasible move) is totally blind. To mitigate the blindness, we find that a number of underlying heuristic rules for the FVSP has been observed by previous studies. Based on some of them, we can predict that some moves are more likely to lead the current configuration to a global optimum than others. Thus, when randomly selecting a feasible move in the sampling process, if we assign these superior moves with higher probabilities, and mutatis mutandis, assign those inferior moves with lower probabilities, the algorithm can definitely find out local optimums more rapidly and finally converge to better solutions. This idea is called NNS strategy [12] . Therefore, in the SA-FVSP-NNS, the concept of the priority function is introduced to estimate and score the quality of moves, and the concept of the sampling function is introduced to guide the assignment of the sampling probability in accordance with the output of the priority function. Based on these two functions, the newly proposed algorithm prioritizes those superior moves to a certain degree in the sampling process. Extensive experiments are conducted based on a recognized benchmark proposed by Pardalos et al. to show the superiority of the SA-FVSP-NNS when compared with the SA-FVSP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A literature review is first presented in Section II. The SA-FVSP is introduced in Section III. The details of the SA-FVSP-NNS are described in Section IV. Section V presents the experimental results. Finally, some concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Optimization problems are ubiquitous in various fields of computer science, such as theoretical computer science [14] , wireless sensor networks [15] and machine learning [16] . The goal of the problem is to search from all possible solutions for the best solution. Combinatorial optimization problems are those optimization problems whose solution space is discrete. The feedback vertex set problem (FVSP) is a typical combinatorial optimization problem.
The FVSP can be divided into several interrelated problems, whose common goal is to find a set of vertices with minimum cardinality (or minimum weight) that intersect all the cycles of a given graph. Depending on whether the given graph is directed or undirected, we have the FVSP in the directed graph or in the undirected graph. Similarly, depending on whether the given graph is weighted or unweighted, we have the weighted or unweighted FVSP.
The FVSP is important in theoretical computer science because it is NP-complete in general graphs [2] , [17] . It also has wide practical applications in various areas [3] - [5] , [18] . As mentioned in Section I, many studies has been done on this problem, including two comprehensive literature reviews [5] , [19] . However, there are only a few studies focusing on designing heuristics for this problem [1] .
Currently, there are five main heuristics for the unweighted FVSP, i.e. the GRASP and its variant, the SA-FVSP, the NewkLS_FVS and the SALS. A chronological literature review is conducted below.
In 1998, Pardalos et al. [20] proposed the Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) for the FVSP, which is the first known metaheuristic based algorithm for the FVSP in literature. It can be used in both the directed and undirected graph. The GRASP is a randomized metaheuristic which can produce high quality solutions for a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems [21] . An iteration of the GRASP consists of two consecutive searching phases, i.e. the construction phase and the local search phase [13] . With regard to the GRASP for the FVSP, an initial solution, i.e. a valid feedback vertex set, is constructed in the construction phase; then the constructed initial solution is finetuned to achieve the local optimum solution in the local search phase. The GRASP is a multi-start algorithm, which repeats this iteration for many times to prevent itself from trapping into only one local optimum solution. In the construction phase, in order to improve the quality of the initial solution, the greedy function is introduced to estimate how likely a vertex belongs to the minimum feedback vertex set (More specifically, if a vertex is more likely to belong to a minimum feedback vertex set, the greedy function will assign it with a larger score), and those vertices with higher scores have higher probabilities to be chosen into the initial solution. As for the local search phase, as Pardalos et al. [20] pointed out, the main difficulty of this phase is verifying whether a graph is acyclic or not. Although the reduction rules proposed by Levy and Low [22] is used in the algorithm to mitigate the difficulty, this phase is still the performance bottleneck of the algorithm.
In 2006, Cai et al. [23] improved the performance of the GRASP for the FVSP by modifying the computation process of the original algorithm, adding newly observed reduction rules and introducing a new greedy function.
In 2013, two local search based heuristic algorithm for the FVSP were proposed. The first one is the aforementioned SA-FVSP, which is based on the SA [1] , [24] . The SA-FVSP ingeniously utilizes the topological ordering property of the directed acyclic graph to avoid the time-consuming process of verifying whether a graph is acyclic or not repetitively, which was considered inevitable before. Therefore, it can obviously outperform the GRASP based algorithms (It is worth noting that the experiments to compare the performance gap between the GRASP and the SA-FVSP is elaborately designed so that little bias can occur). However, because of the utilization of the topological ordering property, the SA-FVSP can only be used for the FVSP in the directed graph. The second algorithm is the k-opt Local Search Algorithm with a Randomized Scheme for the Feedback Vertex Set (NewkLS_FVS) [25] , which mainly focuses on the FVSP in the undirected graph. The metaheuristic used in this algorithm, i.e. the k-opt local search algorithm, is different from the SA-FVSP and the GRASP for the FVSP, which changes more than one vertex from the current solution each time. Nevertheless, this algorithm does not propose an efficient method to eliminate or avoid the process of repetitively verifying whether a graph is acyclic or not, so it also wastes a large amount of time on this operation just like the GRASP based algorithms.
In 2014, Qin and Zhou [26] proposed the Simulated Annealing Local Searching Protocol for the Undirected FVSP (SALS) based on the work of Galinier et al.. This algorithm is only applicable to the undirected graph version of the FVSP. It modifies the microscopic search rules of the SA-FVSP by defining a constrained order for the vertices outside the current configuration.
As for the heuristics for the weighted FVSP, there are three existing algorithms, i.e. XTS [27] , ITS [28] and MA [29] . Carrabs et al. have given an excellent review on the heuristic algorithm for the weighted FVSP (see [29] ).
The SA-FVSP-NNS improves the performance of the SA-FVSP by introducing nonuniform neighborhood sampling (NNS), which is a general strategy for improving the performance of the SA metaheurisitc. In some cases, NNS is made to simplify the neighborhood generation procedure, while in others it is used to guide the search more effectively. In fact, the sampling process of some problems may even be naturally nonuniform [12] . There are already a number of studies using this strategy to accelerate the SA based algorithm [30] - [35] . Dowsland and Thompson [12] provided a comprehensive review on this topic. We notice that Lin et al.'s [33] solution to the truck and trailer routing problem and Ropke and Pisinger solution to a pick up and delivery problem [34] share some similarities to the ideas behind the proposed SA-FVSP-NNS. We all try to bias the sampling process to some neighbors. In Lin et al.'s work, the algorithm generates several neighbors and uses the best of them as the trial solution, instead of making the accept/reject decision on every single neighbor. Unlike Lin et al.'s solution that uses the best neighbor directly, Ropke et al. includes some kinds of randomization in order to maintain an appropriate level of flexibility for the SA. In the proposed SA-FVSP-NNS, we define the sampling function taking into consideration the requirements of both efficiency and flexibility. That is also the reason why we introduce a parameter to randomize selection in the sampling function.
III. SA-FVSP ALGORITHM
In this section, we briefly introduce the SA-FVSP, which was proposed by Galinier et al. [1] . We first define the local search approach that the SA-FVSP uses. Configurations and the evaluation function are presented in Section III-A, and the move mechanism is presented in Section III-B. Then, in Section III-C, we incorporate the local search approach into the SA metaheuristic and describe the pseudo-code of the SA-FVSP.
A. CONFIGURATIONS AND EVALUATION FUNCTION
A directed graph can be denoted as G = (V , E) where V is a set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is a set of arcs. A directed graph with no directed cycles is called a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Suppose V is a subset of V , the subgraph of G induced by V , denoted as G(V ), is the graph whose vertex set is V and whose arcs are those arcs which belong to E and have two endpoints in
Since V is a subset of V , it is obvious that the induced subgraph G(V ) is a DAG if and only if V − V is a feedback vertex set of the original directed graph G. Thus, the FVSP is equivalent to finding a vertex subset V of maximum cardinality such that G(V ) is a DAG. In the SA-FVSP, we only consider this equivalent version of the FVSP.
A topological ordering of a directed graph is an ordering of its vertices such that the starting point of every arc is in front of the ending point of the arc in the ordering. An important property of the topological ordering is that every DAG has at least one feasible topological ordering, and conversely, the existence of one topological ordering implies that the graph is a DAG.
In the SA-FVSP, configurations are represented as the topological ordering of the acyclic induced subgraph of G, as formally defined in Def. 1:
Definition 1 (Configuration): In a sequence S, the number of elements is denoted as |S|, and the i-th element is denoted as S [i] , for every i = 1, 2, . . . , q where q = |S|. The sequence
In addition, we denote the set of the vertices that appear in the sequence S as Dom(S) = {S [1] , S [2] , . . . , S[q]}. A vertex in V is described as numbered or unnumbered depending on whether it belongs to the set Dom(S) or not.
We notice that every configuration S corresponds to an induced DAG G(Dom(S)) and that V − Dom(S) is a corresponding feedback vertex set of G. Therefore, the optimization target of the FVSP can be formalized as finding a configuration S which can minimize |V − Dom(S)|. Def. 2 is the definition of the evaluation function.
Definition 2 (Evaluation Function):
Assume S is a configuration in the search space, the evaluation function f (S) can be defined as
In the SA-FVSP, a move consists of two steps: inserting a new vertex into a particular position of the current configuration and then deleting the vertices which would now violate the precedence constraint. Def. 3 is the formal definition of the move.
Definition 3 (Move):
Assume S is a configuration. A move < v, i >, where v ∈ V − Dom(S) and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |S| + 1}, includes two steps: inserting v just before S [i] , and then removing from S the elements of
, where:
Adopting the move < v, i > to S, the so-obtained configuration is obviously still valid and can be referred as S⊕ < v, i >. For a particular graph and one of its configuration S, all moves applicable to S consist of the move list for S.
Instead of using the move list directly, the SA-FVSP defines a refined move list, named the candidate list. The candidate list is a subset of the move list with high-quality moves inside. Def. 4 gives the definition of the high-quality move.
Definition 4 (High-Quality Move): Assume S is a reference configuration. Assume
where N − (v) and N + (v) are the sets of the incoming and out-going neighbors of the vertex v in the graph respectively.
•
includes two steps: inserting v just before S[i], and then removing from S the elements of CV
Intuitively speaking, for a reference configuration S and a vertex v ∈ V − Dom(S), the move list for S allows v to be inserted into arbitrary positions of S, but the candidate list for S restricts v to be inserted into only two positions, i.e. the position just after its numbered in-coming vertices (i.e. in the position before S[i − (v)]) and the position just before its numbered out-going neighbors (i.e. in the position before S[i + (v)]). This restriction can significantly reduce the number of vertices which violate the precedent constraint after inserting a new vertex. Thus, the number of moves in the candidate list is far less than that in the move list. Besides, Galinier et al. proved that both the candidate list and the move list define the same local optimum solutions [1] .
The performance of the move < v, i > can be defined as
, which means its influence on the evaluation function. Because a move will insert a new vertex and then delete all conflicting vertices, we also have that
C. ALGORITHM
Since an effective local search approach for the FVSP has been proposed, we now can incorporate it into a metaheuristic. The SA-FVSP is based on the SA, which is a typical local search based metaheuristic, proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [36] . Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code of the algorithm. During a certain stage, SA-FVSP runs the inner loop repeatedly until maxMvt ''actual'' moves have been performed, and then, decreases the temperature by multiplying α (line 21). This process is repeated until maxFail stages have been run without any improvement of the score of the current best configuration S * (i.e. the value computed by the evaluation function).
IV. SA-FVSP-NNS ALGORITHM
We notice that, in the sampling process of the SA-FVSP, every feasible move are chosen from the candidate list with the same probability. This sampling strategy is called uniform neighborhood sampling. Although adopting uniform probabilities is effective, it is not efficient. A natural idea is that if we can predict which moves are superior (i.e. the moves which can prompt the configuration to more rapidly converge to a minimum feedback vertex set) by utilizing some underlying heuristic rules of the FVSP, we can improve the performance of the SA-FVSP by prioritizing these superior moves in the sampling process (more specifically, when choosing a move from the candidate list, superior moves are assigned with larger sampling probabilities whereas inferior moves are assigned with smaller sampling probabilities). This idea is called nonuniform neighborhood sampling (NNS), which is a general technique for improving the performance of the SA based algorithm [12] .
In order to apply NNS to the SA-FVSP, we have to answer two questions: how to estimate how superior a move is, and how to convert the estimation to the sampling probability, which can guide the sampling process directly. We describe the solutions to these two problems in the following Section IV-A and Section IV-B respectively. In Section IV-C, we combine the SA-FVSP with NNS strategy and propose the Simulated Annealing for the Feedback Vertex Set Problem using Nonuniform Neighborhood Sampling (SA-FVSP-NNS).
A. PRIORITY FUNCTION
When delving into combinatorial optimization problems, we can usually find out some useful properties and heuristic rules, some of which can be used to accelerate the optimization process of local search based metaheuristics. For the FVSP, we quantify this kind of properties and heuristic rules as a function, which can estimate and score how superior a move is (i.e. how likely a move makes the current configuration approach a global optimum), and use this function to guide the sampling process. We call this newly introduced function the priority function, which is defined in Def. 5.
Definition 5 (Priority Function):
A priority function ω(S, µ) is a two-variable function whose input is the current configuration S and a move µ in the candidate list for S, and whose output is a numeric value, i.e. the score of the move µ. Higher score means that the move µ is more likely to lead the current configuration to a global optimum. More formally, For two moves µ 1 and µ 2 in the candidate list for S, if µ 1 is more likely to lead S to a global optimum than µ 2 , we have ω(S, µ 1 ) ≥ ω(S, µ 2 ).
Because the SA-FVSP tries to tackle this problem by finding the largest induced acyclic subgraph, rather than finding the minimum feedback vertex set directly (see Section III-A), the priority function should assign the vertices which are more likely to belong to the minimum feedback vertex set with smaller scores, and mutatis mutandis, assign the vertices which are less likely to belong to the minimum feedback vertex with larger scores. Note that the concept of the greedy function in the GRASP (see Section II) is just opposite to the concept of the priority function, because the greedy function gives larger scores to the promising vertices, rather than unpromising ones. Therefore, we can directly transform the greedy function to the priority function with minor modification.
So far, the best known greedy function h(v) is proposed by Cai et al. [23] . Here is its mathematical formula:
where v is a vertex in the graph, deg − (v) and deg + (v) are the indegree and the outdegree of the vertex respectively and λ is a parameter. Cai et al. suggested that the best performance can be achieved when λ = 0.3 [23] . This greedy function is based on two intuitive heuristic rules of the FVSP. The first is that if the indegree and outdegree of a vertex are large, this vertex is more likely to belong to the minimum feedback vertex set. The second is that if the difference between indegree and outdegree of a vertex is small, this vertex is more likely to belong to the minimum feedback vertex set. λ plays the role of balancing the effectiveness of these two heuristic rules.
Based on this greedy function, we define a feasible priority function ω N for the SA-FVSP (see Def. 6).
Definition 6 (Concrete Priority Function):
Suppose S is a reference configuration, < m, i > is a move in the candidate list for S, we can define a concrete priority function for the SA-FVSP-NNS as
Owing to the minus sign before h(m), ω N conforms to the definition of the priority function. We can also notice that ω N is independent from the current configuration S and the position where the vertex insert. This is a useful property which will be used in Section IV-C.
B. SAMPLING FUNCTION
The priority function cannot be applied to the sampling process directly because it does not conform to the probability axiom [37] . Thus, we still need to convert the scores computed by the priority function to probabilities, which can be directly used in the sampling process. We call this kind of probabilities the sampling probability. In Def. 7, we define a new function similar to the priority function, named the sampling function. This function directly outputs the sampling probability of each move, rather than the score.
Definition 7 (Sampling Function):
A sampling function P(S, µ) is a two-variable function whose input is the current configuration S and a move µ in the candidate list for S, and whose output is an sampling probability. Moves will be chosen with this probability in the sampling process. For a certain reference configuration S 0 , P(S 0 , µ) must satisfy the following two conditions: 1) P (µ) = P(S 0 , µ) is a probability function, which obeys the probability axiom. 2) For two moves µ 1 and µ 2 , if ω(S 0 , µ 1 ) ≥ ω(S 0 , µ 2 ), P(S 0 , µ 1 ) ≥ P(S 0 , µ 2 ). The first condition guarantees that the output of the sampling function is a probability. The second condition implies that superior moves are assigned with higher probabilities.
The major problem is how to transform a priority function to a sampling function. Apparently, there are many feasible approaches. The approach we use is based on group segmentation, which is described as follows: group moves with similar priorities together and then assign moves in the same group with the same probability and moves in different groups with different probabilities. This method can assure that the superior moves are prioritized to some extent yet inferior moves do not lose opportunities to be a dark horse. Therefore, the SA still maintains a certain level of flexibility 
Suppose a segmentation group is a set of moves which have similar priorities. The move < m k , i k >, where 0 ≤ k ≤ z−1, will be assigned into the ρ(k)-th segmentation group. Below is the formula of the function ρ(k):
where 1 ≤ θ ≤ z is a parameter which controls the number of moves in each group. A sampling function P N based on the concept of the segmentation group can be defined as
Note that, if θ = 1, all moves will be assigned with different probabilities, and conversely, if θ = z, this sampling function will assign uniform probabilities to each move. Therefore, θ can be regarded as a parameter to control the influence degree of nonuniform neighborhood sampling.
Like the priority function ω N , the sampling function P N is also independent from the current configuration and the position where the vertex inserts. We can see the benefits of this property in the next section.
C. ALGORITHM
Since we already have a concrete sampling function, it is easy to modify the original SA-FVSP to support NNS. In fact, we just need to add the process of computing the sampling probability and modify the sampling process to choose a move from candidate list in accordance with the computed sampling probability.
As have been mentioned in Section IV-A and Section IV-B, the priority function ω N and the sampling function P N do not depend on the current configuration and the position where the vertex inserts. That is to say, these two functions only depend on the vertex. Therefore, we do not need to compute them in every iteration. Instead, we can just compute them for every vertex in advance to accelerate the algorithm. Therefore, the process of computing the sampling probability can be added before the loops of the simulated annealing.
The newly proposed algorithm is called the Simulated Annealing for the Feedback Vertex Set Problem using Nonuniform Neighborhood Sampling (SA-FVSP-NNS). Algorithm 2 is its pseudo-code. We can notice that it shares nearly the same structure with the original SA-FVSP. The only two differences between the two algorithms are the newly added sampling probability computation (see Line 1 and 2 of Algorithm 2) and the sampling process (see Line 7 of Algorithm 2).
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, experiments are conducted to compare the performance of the SA-FVSP-NNS and the SA-FVSP. The detailed performance comparison between the SA-FVSP and the GRASP can be seen in the paper [1] .
To achieve fairness, we do the following methods to control experimental variables: 1) We use the same computer to test these two algorithms, which is ThinkPad T420i with Intel Core i3-2350M CPU, 4GB RAM and Windows 7 operating system. 2) Different programmers usually have distinct programmatic preferences, which may cause that different implementations for the same algorithm have different performances. In order to eliminate this kind of error. We completely re-implement the SA-FVSP using C++. Then, because of the similar structure of the SA-FVSP and the SA-FVSP-NNS (see Section IV-C), we carefully implement the SA-FVSP-NNS by merely doing minor modifications on the code of the SA-FVSP so that algorithm implementation and code quality will not be a factor which bring about the differences of the experimental results. 3) We use a publicly recognized benchmark, which was generated by Pardalos et al. [20] , to do experiments. The experiments of the GRASP for the FVSP and the SA-FVSP were also conducted on this benchmark, so we cannot use some favorable instances to deliberately aggrandize the performance of the SA-FVSP-NNS. In this benchmark, there are 40 graph in total, which can be grouped into four groups. Each group includes 10 graphs. These 10 graphs have the same number of vertices but different number of arcs. The graphs in these four groups contain 50, 100, 500 and 1000 vertices respectively. This benchmark can be downloaded from http://mauricio.resende.info/data/ index.html. 4) We keep the parameter T 0 , maxMv, α and maxFail the same in the experiments of the two algorithms. Table 1 presents the value of these parameters. Garlinier et al. have given a detailed explanation of how to select appropriate parameters and why selecting these values in their paper [1] . 5) Every experiment runs 20 times with different random seeds in order to reduce errors.
In Section V-A, we will compare the experimental results of the two algorithms by limiting the running time. In Section V-B, we will fix the parameters, run the two algorithms without the running time limit and then compare their obtained results.
A. LIMITING RUNNING TIME
In this set of experiments, we compare the experimental results of the SA-FVSP-NNS and the SA-FVSP by limiting the running time to certain amounts, i.e. 1000 and 10000 units of the CPU time. Limiting the running time to 1000 CPU time units can help us compare the performance gap when given a short running time. Similarly, limiting the running time to 10000 CPU time units can help us compare the long-term performance gap. The parameter T 0 , α, maxMv and θ used in these experiments are equal to the values in Table 1 . maxFail is set to +∞ in order to prevent the program from stopping before the time limit. All graphs in the benchmark are tested for 20 times. Table 2 and Table 3 show the experimental results obtained by running the SA-FVSP-NNS algorithm and the SA-FVSP algorithm within 1000 and 10000 CPU time units respectively. These two tables share the same structure. Column 1 and 2 represent the number of vertices and the number of arcs in the benchmark graphs respectively. Column 3-6 show the experimental results of the SA-FVSP-NNS algorithm. Column 3 is the minimum cardinality of the feedback vertex set obtained during the 20 times' running. Column 4 is the average cardinality and Column 5 is the maximum cardinality. Column 6 shows the standard deviation. Column 7-10 are structurally the same as Column 3-6, but they show the experimental results of the SA-FVSP algorithm.
We can observe from the experimental results that, no matter the time limit is 1000 or 10000 CPU time units, the average cardinalities of the feedback vertex sets obtained by the SA-FVSP-NNS is significantly less than those obtained by the SA-FVSP. In most of cases, the minimum cardinalities obtained by the SA-FVSP are even larger than the maximum cardinalities obtained by the SA-FVSP-NNS. Thus, it conveys a strong evidence that the SA-FVSP-NNS can obtain better solutions in a given time limit than the SA-FVSP.
B. NO LIMITING RUNNING TIME
In this set of experiments, we compare the experimental results of the SA-FVSP-NNS and the SA-FVSP without the running time limit like Section V-A. Therefore, the two algorithms will run without disturbance and halt after performing maxFail unproductive stages. The parameter T 0 , α, maxMv, maxFail and θ used in these experiments are equal to the values in Table 1 . All graphs in the benchmark are tested for 20 times. Table 4 shows the experimental results of these two algorithms when the running time limit is removed. Column 1 and 2 again represents the number of vertices and the number of arcs in the benchmark graphs respectively. Column 3-7 show the experimental results of the SA-FVSP-NNS algorithm. Column 3 is the minimum cardinality of the feedback vertex set obtained during the 20 times' running. Column 4 is the average cardinality and Column 5 is the maximum cardinality. Column 6 shows the standard deviation. Column 7 shows the total running time of the algorithms (The running time of other ancillary operations is excluded). The measurement unit of this column is the CPU time unit. 1 second is equivalent to 1000 CPU time units. Column 8-12 are structurally the same as Column 3-7, but they show the experimental results of the SA-FVSP algorithm.
We can observe from the experimental results that, even if we do not limit the running time and let the algorithms halt on their own, the average cardinalities of the feedback vertex sets obtained by the SA-FVSP-NNS is also significantly less than those obtained by the SA-FVSP. Moreover, similar to the previous subsection, the minimum cardinalities obtained by the SA-FVSP are even larger than the maximum cardinalities obtained by the SA-FVSP-NNS in most cases. Therefore, the experimental results conveys a strong evidence that the SA-FVSP-NNS can acquire better solutions than the SA-FVSP when there is no time limit. It is worth mentioning that the SA-FVSP-NNS usually terminates later than the SA-FVSP. This means that the SA-FVSP-NNS is more capable of breaking the consecutive failed stages and jumping out of the traps of local optimum solutions, so it usually has more expansive search range in the search space than the SA-FVSP.
VI. CONCLUSION
The simulated annealing (SA) based SA-FVSP algorithm proposed by Garlinier et al. is one of the cutting-edge heuristic algorithm for the feedback vertex set problem (FVSP) in the directed graph. In this paper, we improved the performance of this algorithm by applying nonuniform neighborhood sampling (NNS) strategy and proposed the SA-FVSP-NNS algorithm. NNS is a general strategy to improve the performance of the SA metaheuristic. It assigns different probabilities to different moves so that the moves which are more likely to lead the current configuration to a global optimum are prioritized in the sampling process.
To improve the SA-FVSP using this strategy, we proposed the concept of the priority function ω and the sampling function P. The former one estimates and scores the quality of neighbors based on some practical heuristic rules of the FVSP; the latter one converts the scores computed by the priority function to sampling probabilities, which can then be directly used to guide the nonuniform sampling process. We also proposed a concrete priority function ω N and a concrete sampling function P N . The definition of ω N is based on the concept of the greedy function in the GRASP, a previous heuristic algorithm for the FVSP. The definition of P N is based on the idea of group segmentation, which can prioritize superior moves, and in the meantime, maintain randomization and flexibility of the SA to some extent.
Experiments were conducted to compare the performance of the SA-FVSP-NNS and the SA-FVSP. The experimental results indicated that the cardinality of the feedback vertex set found by the SA-FVSP-NNS is significantly smaller than the SA-FVSP no matter the running time is limited or not.
As for further studies, we want to explore how to modify the parameters in the SA-FVSP-NNS to achieve the best performance. In addition, we observe that the implementation of NNS in the SA-FVSP-NNS relies heavily on the heuristic rules used in the priority function. Thus, if we can find out more effective and accurate heuristic rules from the abundant existing research results on the FVSP and utilize them in the priority function, the performance of the SA-FVSP-NNS can be further improved. This will also be a subject of our future work.
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